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Student Services building opens w ith ribbon cutting
By James Class
News Editor

Students who went to Lake
Michigan Hall to pick up their
checks Tuesday found out the
hard way that the new Student
Services Building is operational.
Students who found out the easy
way went to the opening cere
monies
and
ribbon-cutting
Monday at noon.
Dean of Students Bart
Merkle told an audience of stu
dents, professors and administra
tors that he, like President
Lubbers, was glad to be cutting
through bureaucracy.
“We are going to efficiently
cut some red tape,” Merkle said,
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also referring to the ribbon-cut
ting ceremony.
Registrar Lynn Blue said the
idea of the new center was to
make a “one-stop shopping
place” for student needs.
“That’s sort of the focal
point of the new assistance cen
ter,” Blue said.
Student senator Ed Cardenas
cut the ribbon and became the
first student to make an official
transaction in the building.
“Let’s cut through the ribbon
and snip, I’m sorry, zip into the
new Student Services Building,”
Cardenas said.
Tours of the building were
given all day Monday, and at 9
a.m., noon and 3 p.m. through the
rest of the week.

Ed Cardenas cuts the ribbon at the new Student Services Building on Monday, Mar. 13.
Photos by Dan Irving.
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An interior view o f the Student Services Building.

Sym posium focuses on
global perspective at GV
By R ichard D am stra
Staff Writer

Although the discussions were held in
the Cook-DeWitt Center, the topics spanned
the globe at the all-campus symposium
entitled “Internationalization and GVSU "
The symposium, sponsored by the
Grand Valley Review, Phi Kappa Phi and
the University Honors Program, took place
all day Feb. 28 and Mar. 1.
“We’re looking to see how we can
focus students here to have a better global
perspective,” said Lee Lebbin, library
director and president of Phi-Kappa Phi.
“By learning about other customs and cul
tures, it will make the world a less scary
place.”
The symposium consisted of a series of
presentations and forums conducted by
Grand Valley faculty and students, all with
an international theme.
In a presentation entitled “The Political
Economy of U.S. Foreign Assistance,”
political science Professor Polly Diven
stressed the importance of a global perspec
tive to Michigan residents.

"Michigan is third among states in
exports to foreign countries, so if you go
into business in Michigan, you will be deal
ing internationally,” Diven said. “Business
is international business, and law is interna
tional law.”
Diven also attempted to dismiss the
notion that the United States does not bene
fit from giving aid to other countries.
“American agencies and companies
benefit from foreign aid, 70 percent of
which is spent on U.S. goods and services
helping other countries,” she said.
Gayla Jewell of the School of Nursing
made a presentation on “Working with
Midwives in Zambia.”
“Grass-roots Africa lives on the back
of women, because they do the work to
keep society going,” she said.
“Little girls start working right away.
They have no childhood. It’s their job to
help maintain family survival. They must
carry water, wood, and their little siblings,”
Jewell added.
Director of Overseas Programming Al
Walczak moderated a study abroad panel
discussion with former study abroad particPlease see SYMPOSIUM, p. 5

Fond farewells...
Lynn Daldos sharing a moment with student Laura Bestler during Daldos farewell party
"She was a big part o f student life, " Bestler said. Photo by Jeff KiesseL

C ampus C alendar
Sports
3/16- Intrasquad outdoor
track meet, 4 p.m.,
Lubbers Stadium.
3/17- Entries due for 4-per
son Walleyball Tourney,
5 p.m., Fieldhouse
3/18- Pepsi Challenge/
Arena Closed
3/21- GVSU Softball vs.
Olivet, 3:30 p.m.
3/22- Wrestling Tourney, 7
p.m., Fieldhouse
3/25- GVSU Men’s Tennis
vs. Alma 11 a.m.

Campus Events
3/16-MTEC Meeting, 5
p.m., KC/Starboard
3/16-InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship Meeting,
7:30 p.m.,Kleiner B
3/16-Habitate for Humanity
meeting, 9 p.m.,
Kleiner A
3/17-Natural High Late
Nighter, 10 p.m.,
Fieldhouse

3/18-Pink Panther Dance, 9
p.m., KC/Promenade
3/18-19-Alumni Art Auction
3/20-Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship Bible Study,
1 p.m., Kirkhof
Center/Cove
3/20-Kids’ Time, 3 p.m.,
Kirkhof Center
/Volunteer Ctr.
3/21-His House Christian
Fellowship, 7 p.m.,
Kleiner B
3/22-MICHRIE career Days,
Holiday Inn/Big Rapids
3/23-Ethnic Festival, 10
a.m., Kirkhof
Center/Promenade Deck
3/20-24-Intemational
Awareness Week

Entertainment
3/17-Film: Road Scholar, 7
p.m., Kirkhof
Center/Mainsail Lounge
3/18-Film: Up in Smoke, 7
p.m., Kirhof
Center/Mainsail Lounge
3/19-Choral Concert, 3 p.m.,
Cook-DeWitt

Police Beat

Faculty and staff start new
African American scholarship
By Chad Logan
Staff Writer

The Positive Black Women
scholarship, new to GVSU, helps
students with more than just
tuition.
The scholarship is designed
to help non-traditional students
with the outside expenses of col
lege. African-American faculty
and staff at GVSU funded it with
their own money.
“It was a spontaneous thing,
when (the faculty and staff) start
ed to get together for lunch,”
Gloria Tate, assistant director of
Housing, said. “At our first meet
ing, I was talking about a
Kalamazoo organization called
The 100 Black Men, and someone
posed the idea, and everyone
thought it was a great idea, and we
got the ball rolling.”
To Hariet Singleton, GVSU
career counselor and member of
the positive Black Women schol

arship group, the Positive Black
Woman is someone who tries to
erase the stereotypical image of
African-American women.
' “The media portrays people
of color in a negative light. We
want to demonstrate that there are
a lot of good things happening at
GVSU,” Singleton said.
Students wishing to apply for
the scholarship must be non-tradi
tional, African-American female
students with financial need. In
addition, applicants must submit a
one-page essay on the reason they
need assistance.
The scholarship will be
awarded once a semester, and the
amount of the scholarship will not
exceed the cost of a three-credit
class.
The reason for the limit on
the award, said Charleen HayesJoseph, assistant director of
Career Services, was to ensure
that the money would be used to
help with expenses outside those
of the classroom, such as books

and child care.
“We are trying to provide
funds for needs other than
tuition,” she said.
This year’s recipient, Sharon
Zinnah, is a returning student and
single mother involved in the
Kirkhof School o f Nursing, with a
3.4 grade point average.
Joseph-Hayes called her “the
perfect candidate” because she
needed help with the cost of
books and child care while she
was in class.
The group hopes, depending
on private donations and those
from GVSU faculty and staff, to
set up an endowment that will
carry on the scholarship after the
founding members are no longer
with GVSU.
Students wishing to apply for
the scholarship should contact
Charleen Hayes-Joseph at the
Career Services office, 895-3311,
or any African-American faculty
or staff.

Eureka!
H e a d in g H o m e t h is s u m m e r ?

Here’s a great idea.

W hile you’re having fun, working a summer job and catching up with your home
Collected By Jim Class

town pals, take a class at Oakland University. You’ll be ahead of the game this fall.
2/07/95
3/12/95
Criminal Sexual Conduct
Robbery
Assault
Larceny
Warrant Arrest
Malicious Destruction of Property
Traffic Accidents
OUIL/DWI
M.l.P/Furnishing Alcohol to Minors
Hit and Run
Driving while License Suspended/Restricted
Medical Emergencies
Total Offenses/Situations Handled

0
0
2
9
4
2 '.
1
0
0
3
2
6
29

Year
to date
0
0
4
29
13
11
8
2
2
7
8
22
105

C a t c h o u r s p ir it o f in s p ir a t io n ,

N eed a general

education course? A course in your major? Oakland University’s School of
Engineering and Computer Science offers a wide array of courses for both spring
and summer sessions. Courses are available in computer engineering, electrical
engineering, m echanical engineering and computer science. At Oakland
University, you can choose from more than 900 spring or summer courses offered
at our beautiful, convenient campus. You can then transfer the credits back to
your home institution in the fall.

G e t s m a r t a n d j u m p t o t h e h e a d o f t h e c la s s . 0
3/05/95-Assault-Fieldhouse. During 3-on-3 basketball tournament,
complainant said that suspect punched him in the face after
complainant scored the winning point. Officer received vol
untary statements. Case is closed.

For a com plete schedule of classes and application information, contact the Office
of Adm issions today: by phone 1 - 8 0 0 -0 AK-UNIV, by fax 1 -8 1 0 -3 7 0 -4 4 6 2 ,
by Email o u in fo @ o a k la n d .e d u

3/05/95-Assault-Fieldhouse. After being dispatched to the
Fieldhouse to find out about a fight, the reporting officer
found only an argument. Victim said that two suspects had
pushed him. Voluntary statements taken from victim and
suspects. Case Closed.

T h in k
T h in k

S u c c e ss.

O a k la n d U n iv e r s it y .

1995 Spring session: May 1-June 21 • 1995 Summer session: June 26-Augusl 17 • Early Spring and Summer session registration begins in

3/05/95-Medlcal Emergency-Fieldhouse Arena. Victim hit chin on
another basketball player. The victim, who was a visitor,
went to St. Mary’s Hospital.
3/09/95-Malicious Destruction of Property-Mackinaw Hall.
Custodian door was kicked in, which damaged the door
strike and latch. Case is open and assigned to a detective.

March • Regular Spring session registration begins in May • Regular Summer session registration begins in June
• VlSA/MasterEard accepted.
O akland U nw cntly is an equal opportunity and affirm ative action employer.

Ifes.

Name

f•

la m interested in finding out more about

Oakland University's Spring and Summer session classes.

College Address .
City __________ _

Please send information on:

3/11/95-Possession of M arijuana, Driving While License
Suspended, W arrant ArresMTffi^er stopped driver for bad
license plate light and not wearing a seatbelt. A warrant was
requested and the case is closed.

□ Arts & Sciences
□ Business
G Education and Human Services
□ Engineering

&

Computer Science

□ Health Sciences

□ Nursing

3/12/95-Forgery-DeVos Living Center. Complainant said six checks
were missing and stolen. Suspect is not a student. An inves
tigation is going on and the case is open.

Other (please specify programorclass you are looking for)

_ State

Day Telephone
Evening Telephone
Mail toe Office of Admissions
Oakland University
101 North Foundation Hall
Rochester, MI 48309-4401
or FAX to (810) 370-1462

/jp
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GV bone marrow drive; a chance to save a life
Minority Affairs, 108 minority
students
registered in the
Staff Writer
National
Marrow
Donors
Program, beating the national
When
GVSU
Junior average by 400 percent, as well as
Gretchen Grohowski was 19, doc the high for Kent County.
tors diagnosed her with Chronic
The drive provided the
Myelogenous Leukemia, or opportunity for Grand Rapids
CML.
area residents to register with the
A bone marrow transplant NMDP by taking a blood test,
held her best chance for health, which then determines marrow
and after three months she found type.
that her sister Christine, now a
O f the 125 students who
freshman at GVSU, shared her donated blood samples and
marrow type.
became registered bone marrow
That was 1992. One year donors,
84
were African
later, Gretchen returned to GVSU American, 17 Caucasian, 12
free of leukemia, but many other Latino, nine Asian and three
sufferers o f leukemia or other Native American.
blood related diseases aren’t so
Not to be confused with the
lucky because they can’t find a actual marrow donation itself,matching bone marrow donor.
bone marrow drives provide the
And among minorities, the opportunity to register potential
need for bone marrow donors is donors who may choose to donate
By Michelle Disler

Robert Caines gives blood during the Bone Marrow Drive for Carol StoneWilliams. Photo by Jeff KiesseL
particularly
urgent because
donors must be recipients from
the same minority group. But
there aren’t enough potential
donors.
On Feb. 28, GVSU student
minority organizations, the Black
Student Union, the Latino Student
Union, the Asian Pacific Islanders
Organization,
the Native
American Club and others, hosted
the first know bone marrow drive
that reached out to all minorities
to help meet this need.
According to the Office of

their marrow if they are found to
be a match for someone in need of
a bone marrow transplant.
Grand Rapids area resident
Carol Stone-Williams is one of
those people who attended
GVSU’s minority bone marrow
drive.
At 32, a mother of children
ages seven and three, StoneWilliams was diagnosed with
leukemia in March 1993. She has
been looking for an unrelated
donor since January 1994 since
none of her family members

match her marrow type.
Although Stone-Williams
says there were more people there
than she thought there would be,
she thinks that even more people
would attend drives if they
weren’t so scared o f getting
poked.
Considering her countless
trips to the doctor, Stone Williams said, ‘Tf you want to see
pokes, look at my arms.
“Those two tubes of blood
might save someone else’s life,
whether it’s me or the next per
son’s,” she added.
Don Williams, Sr., dean of
Minority Affairs and co-chair of
Kent County bone marrow drives,
said he knew GVSU students
could beat his goal to get 100
minorities registered.
“This is by far the most suc
cessful bone marrow drive in the
state of Michigan that we know
of,” Williams said.
He added that there seemed
to be a lot of excitement despite
some squeamishness over nee
dles.
Williams said he is challeng
ing other colleges across the state
and nation to beat GVSU’s
record. If schools can compete in
sports, he said, they can compete
in saving lives.
“Actually, this is one contest
I wouldn’t mind losing, and that is
probably a first for me, because I
don’t like losing,” Williams said.
Sandra Jennings, staff mem
ber of Seidman School of
Business and co-organizer for
Kent County bone marrow drives,
said popular myths contribute to
the lack of minority donors.
Jennings said the public
needs to be educated about bone
marrow transplants and about
unwarranted fears of broken
bones, stolen body parts or a long
and painful operation that will
take all of their marrow.
“It’s a matter of getting the
word out. If they don’t get those
fears dispelled, they’ll never get
out [to donate],” she said.
Sophomore Kelly Cross said
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Carol Stone-Williams, a hgopeful recipient of the much needed bone marrow.
Photo by Jeff KiesseL
she registered and volunteered at removed, which Jennings says
GVSU’s drive because of the replaces itself in about 3 weeks,.
chance it provided to unite In contrast, blood takes six to
African-Americans.
eight weeks to replenish.
“The donors are so few and
Jennings also says that char
the people are so many, I think it’s acteristics of bone marrow are
a great opportunity to save lives,” inherited, much like hair and eye
Cross said.
color, making it ethnic-specific.
Freshman Jamie Seaton,
Siblings have the best chance
member of the Kappa Diamonds, for a match, but according to
was registered prior to GVSU's African-Americans Uniting for
drive, but volunteered for the Life, a campaign of the NMDP,
70 percent of patients will not
good of the cause.
“I think it’s worthwhile,” find a match among family mem
Seaton said. “There’s nothing to bers.
Combined with the fact that
lose. You could help somebody
.minorities make up only a frac
out and save a life."
Bone marrow is a liquid that tion of the 1.4 million donors in
is carefully removed from the the NMDP registry, minorities
back of the hip under anesthesia. face a one in a million chance of
A fraction of the body’s marrow is
Please see MARROW, p. 4

Grand Valley professor brings social dimension to her art
By Sharon Umlor
S ta ff W riter

Imagine driving to school
one day, glancing up and seeing
your artwork stare down at you
from a billboard.
That is precisely what hap
pened to Rosalyn Muskovitz,
associate professor of art and
design
here
at
GVSU.
Muskovitz, who uses her design
ing talents for avenues other than
teaching, created the billboard
design that now graces 10 bill
boards throughout the Muskegon
county area.
The billboards were designed
as part of an Educational
Awareness campaign that targets
the issue of pre-natal substance
abuse. The non-profit agencies of
Mercy Hospital, the March of
Dimes
and
the
Allegan,
Muskegon, Ottawa Substance

Abuse Agency (AMOSA) were
hoping their message of ‘What
you do, you do to two,’ along with
Muskovitz’s design, would attract
the attention of young women
between the ages of 14-28.

instead of having a fetus, there are
icons of alcohol, drugs and pills.”
“The idea behind this is to try
to make young people aware that
it isn’t themselves they are abus
ing, but that there is another per

"I do some work primarily
for non-profit agencies because
my primary occupation is being
here," she said.
Having taught at GVSU for
20 years, Muskovitz works her

“The idea behind [the billboard] is to try to make young people
aware that it isn ’t themselves they are abusing, but that there is
another person who is being affected by what they are doing,
”

—Rosalyrt M uskowitz A ssociate p ro fesso r o f A rt and D esign
Muskovitz took the opportu
nity to design these thought-pro
voking billboards because, she
said, “I've always been interested
in social political issues and in
current events; things that are
happening around us."
Muskovitz described her bill
board design as “sort of a preg
nant, abstract shape that is obvi
ously a figure form showing a
fetal area. In the fetal area,

son who is being affected by what
they are doing,’’ Muskovitz said.
Muskovitz also designed a
project that dealt with cutbacks in
military funding. She fashioned
a poster with the theme of a
‘Peace
Dividend'
for the
Department of Defense.
Muskovitz complements her
teaching of Art and Design cours
es here at GVSU with non-profit
organizational work.

concern for social issues into her
classroom lessons. Muskovitz
hopes her students think of art and
design as more than just a way to
receive occupational benefits.
“I use social issues many
times in my classes because I
think it’s important that design
students have an awareness of
these types of situations and what
is going on around them," she
said.

In the past, Muskovitz has
worked with her students on
design projects for the Muskegon
Museum of Art. She and her stu
dents are designing logos for
departmental special events and
conferences that will be held at
GVSU. Presently, Muskovitz is
working with her students on a
project that involves designing a
book cover for the English
Department.
"I do many projects with
using students," she said. “I have
a chance to work with the stu
dents. and it is their work."
As for her work outside the
classroom, Professor Muskovitz
is drawing up plans to continue
her design work for non-profit
organizations as long as she has
the time and as long as there are
social issues out there for her to
support.
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GV Prof to help set
National tourism
policy
GVSU Professor Richard
King will represent Michigan at
the first White House Conference
on Tourism to be held in October.
King will be taking information on tourism from five hearings
within Michigan to work on
national tourism policy.

finding an unrelated donor, com marow drives like GVSU’s are
pared with odds of one in 5,000 important because of the difficul
ty of finding unrelated donors.
for Caucasians.
And for a person who claims
Gov. John Engler appointed
When Christine Grohowski,
not
to
have a high threshold of
Grand Haven resident Dorothy A. whose sister’s story was recount
pain,
Christine
equated the result
Johnson to the GVSU Board of ed earlier, found her marrow type
ing
discomfort
from the one-hour
Control after her brother-in-law, matched her sister’s, she had no
procedure
of
withdrawing
some
Paul A. Johnson resigned on Dec. doubts about donating, but point
of
her
marrow
with
falling
down
ed out that every potential donor
31.
Among
other
positions, has the option to decide.
some stairs.
Johnson is president of the Council
“It took two days out of my
“But to get registered is such
of Michigan Foundations and a small, simple step,” Christine life to save someone else’s whole
helped fund-raising for the says.
life,” she said.
Eberhard Center.
“I see my pain and the expe
Having donated marrow for
her sister, Christine says bone rience I had to go through as

Dorothy Johnson to
chair Board of Control
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Viehave openingsfor 2
dataentrvclerks, 3 order
detoilers, and!office c/erk^ | | dr,
CaliPremierSchoolAgendas for more information. 285-3121

International Awareness Week

inconsequential to what the other
person is going through," she
added.
Recalling the transfusion,
Gretchen said she watched TV
with her sister and some friends
while she received Christine’s
bone marrow intravenously.
“I never thought about what
would happen if I didn’t find a
match in my family,” Gretchen
said. “I just knew that somehow
one of them would be a match."
AOPi senior Kelly Burns
says registering for the NMDP is
something that takes very little
time, whereas people who must
turn to the national registry are
running out of time.
“When you’re donating
blood, you might be saving some
one’s life at the same time,” Burns
said.
After facing the fact that she
had three to five years to live,
Gretchen has survived leukemia
and is thinking of going into
occupational therapy with her
health science major.
However, until Carol StoneWilliams finds an AfricanAmerican donor who matches her
marrow type, she will have to
keep waiting.
“It just takes time,” she said.
“You just sit back and wait.
That’s all you can do.”

Monday, M arch 20
10.00-11.00a.m

Internet International: Explore Malaysia thru Internet
Manitou Computer lab (Room 212)
World Beal at WCKS : Cable Channel 7
12.00- 1.00 p.m
Malaysian Music
Travel Around the World Documentary
2:00-4:00 pm
AuSable Language room (International Affairs)
Learn to Cook International
3.00- 4.00 p.m
Catering Kitchen (Kirkhof 3rd. floor)
Chicken Curry & Rice by Mahendran
5.006.00 p.m International Movie "Little Buddha" (Tibet)
Kleiner Dinning hall (American Version)
7.008.00 p.m "International Marketing" : Dr. Ben Rudolph
Cook Dewitt Center (Two Thumbs Up by Critics)

P e p p in o s
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Tuesday, M arch 21
World beat at WCKS : Cable Channel 7
African Music
2.003.00 p.m Internet International: Explore India thru Internet
Manitou Computer lab (Room 212)
Travel Around the World Documentary
2:00-4:00 pm
AuSable Language room (International Affairs)
Learn to Cook International:
3.00- 4.00 p.m
Malaysian Shrimp Combo
Catering Kitchen (Kirkhof 3rd. floor)
International Movie "Europa! Europa!" (German)
5.00-6.00 p.m
Kleiner Dinning Hall (English Subtitles)
Class Presentation: Culture & Custome
6:00-9:00 pm

12.00-1.00 p.m

I

Good anytime through M ay 9

1.00 p.m

World Beat at WCKS : Cable Channel 7
South American
12.001.00 p.m
Learn to Cook International :
Chinese Cuisine by Jack Fan
Johnson Living Center Kitchen
(Sponsored by Formosa Restaurant)
2.00-3.00 p.m
Internet International : Explore Australia thru Internet
Manitou Computer lab (Room 212)
2:00-4:00 pm
Travel Around the World Documentary
AuSable Language room (International Affairs)
5.00-6.00 p.m
It's a Small World (Disney World)
Kleiner Dinning Hall
8.00-9.00 p.m
International Movie
(Popcorn and drinks will be provided)
Johnson Living Center (Sponsored by Ken James)

Thursday, M arch 23
All day
12.00-1.00 p.m
2.00-3.00 p.m
5.00-6.00 p.m

Etlinics Festival : ( By Student Life Office)
World Beat at WCKS Cable Channel 7:
Japanese & Thai
Internet International : Explore Poland thru Internet
Manitou Computer Lab (room 212)
International Movie: "Bopha" (South Africa)
Kleiner Dinning Hall (American Version)

Friday, March 24
12.00- 1.00 p.m
12.00-1.00 p.m
2.00-3.00 p.m
5.00-6 00 p.m

Displays

World Beal at WCKS : Cable Channel 7
Irish Music
Luncheon (International Buffet) For the Presenters
Special thanks to Galley and
International Food Center
Internet International Explore Honduras thru Internet
Manitou Computer Lab (room 212)
International Movie "The Inner Circle" (Soviet)
Kleiner Dinning Hall (American Version)

y

Kirkhof Mainsail Countries Around the World
(By Mahendran. Chris. Saloitu & Amanda)
Common 1st Floor Religions Around the World (By Mahendran)
Kirkhof Showcase Africa (By Praveen & Ashletgh)
Kirkhof 1st Floor Spices Around the World! By International Food Center)
Along the Bridge Rags Around the World
(By Mahendran. Chris. Satonn &. Amanda)
Explore your Friendship Around ihc World Coniesl Sponsored by I BS
(Pick your entry form al Student Lite Office, or UBS)

.Funded bv Sludent Life lee

Designed by Mahendran Ralaknsnany

located between
Boitwood and Crystal
Lftash in Allendale

Be A Life
Saver Become A
Plasma
Donor!

Wednesday, M arch 22
12.00-

.*• .y

First tim e donors receive an extra

$5 BONUS
on their first donation
w ith this coupon

J

First d o n a tio n receive
$15 and seco n d
d o n a tio n receive $17,
in th e sam e w ee k .

BE A PL A SM A D O N O R ... BECAUSE
LIFE IS EVERYBODY'S B U S IN E SS
M onday
8am to 4p m
T ues. th ru T h u rs d a y
8am to 6p m
F rid a y
8am to 4 p m

S e r a -T e c B io lo g ic a ls

1973 S. Division
Call for more information: 241-6335
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Campus forum encourages discussion on GV issues
By Jim Class
News Editor

You don’t have to have a
leadership position to be a leader
on campus.
The Campus Leadership
Council is a new forum on cam
pus that the student senate orga
nized to get student groups and
“freelance” students together to
discuss campus issues. The first
Council was held Mar. 1 in the
Starboard Room of the Kirkhof
Center. It was supposed to take
place in the Cook-DeWitt center,
but that facility had some sewer
problems.
Nevertheless, nearly 35 peo
ple showed up, with backgrounds
ranging from President of the
Spanish Club to students who just
wanted to see what was going on.
Vice President of Political
Actions for Student Senate Joyce
Ohm said that the senate wanted
to bounce ideas off the council
before the senate went anywhere
with them.
“It’s so much easier for us to
make a decision when we know
what other people think,” she
said.
Ohm added that she hoped all
the participants would take what
they had learned at the Council
back to their groups. This Council
was just the first, she said, and in
the next one, it would be impor
tant for the student organization
to bring their own ideas.
“It’s you bringing to us what
you think is important, and then

we talk about it,” Ohm said.
Members of the senate’s
Political Action Committee led
the discussion time:
• Ed Cardenas discussed pro
posed changes in the calendar
year. The Executive Committee
o f the University Academic
Senate is reviewing three propos
als, all of which eliminate the
“reading day,” a matter of con
cern for many in attendance.
“We are the students,” said
senate President Todd Green.
“We are the ones who have to live
through this.”
* Paula Schmitigal discussed
Zumberge Library. Among the
concerns were lack of handicap

parking and lack of lighting.
“I go somewhere else
because I can’t see,” said Spanish
Club President Amy Tharp.
• Emily Thomas talked about
financial aid, and the proposed
cuts in the Balanced Budget
Amendment presently before the
U.S. Congress.
“If anything I’m about to tell
you actually happens, I’ll proba
bly be in a gas station for the rest
of my life,” Thomas said.
The next council will be near
the end of the year, and anyone
can attend.
For more information, call
the Student Senate office at 8952333.

SYMPOSIUM, from p . l --------

ipants.
“Philosophically, it’s the
conviction o f many that you
can’t truly understand another
culture without living in it,”
Walczak said. “Study abroad
combines experience with credit.
You can work towards gradua
tion and a more complete under
standing of other cultures. I hope
the symposium raised an aware
ness in the college community
that we support study abroad. It’s
bound to result in increased
awareness as to why this concern
is important.”
Other topics discussed dur
ing the symposium include
‘Elementary and Seconday
Education in the Peoples’

Republic of China’, ‘The Middle
East:
Illusion and Reality’,
‘Women in the Developing
World’, ‘Eastern Europe: News
from
the Eastern Front’,
‘California’s Proposition 187’,
‘Perceptions of Asian-American
Students at GVSU’, and ‘The
Internationalization
Within:
Latino Culture’.
Junior Ed Cardenas went to
the symposium for some outsidethe-classroom education.
“I went because my major is
International Relations and I
wanted to learn a little more
about different topics that aren’t
covered in class,” Cardenas said.
“It was a good first step for
Grand Valley in their efforts to
internationalize the university.”

“Yeah Right... I should start thinking about a
summer job.”
It's true. This is the best time
to line up summer work.
Staffing Inc. is already making commitments
for summer employment in areas like:
Baseball Stadium Jobs (Grand Rapids)
Furniture Assembly (Holland)
Factory Production (Grand Haven, G.R., Zeeland)
Call our Holland office at

395-9300 or 538-6800
to secure your spot.

STAFFING
INC.
EOE/AAP

HOW TO GET STUFF CHEAPER,
(W ITHOUT PO SING AS A SENIOR CITIZEN.)

Check expiration dates.
If it's going bad tom orrow, it’s
probably on sale today.

Look for product flaws.
A scratch or a missing button means
bargain savings at the register.

Go generic.
Same as name brands, without the
cartoon mascots.

Buy in bulk with friends.
Connect the leftover boxes to make
a human Habitrail.®

Use a Citibank Classic card.
If you find out you didn't pay the lowest
price, Citibank Price Protection can pay
you back up to $ 150*
•Naturally, conditions and exclusions apply Learn all
about it when you become a cardmember
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Our View:

Guest Editorial

Campus still a hotbed of First
Am endm ent debate

The future begins tomorrow
With Debbie Morrow
Automation Librarian

“We must be free not because we claim freedom, but because we practice it."
William Falkner, author
“1 would no more quarrel with a man because of his religion than 1 would
because o f his art."
Mary Baker Eddy, theologian and writer

Here are just a few quotes for all of the GVSU community to ponder
these days.
Many of you may not be aware, but Bob Stoll, director of student
life, and Bart Mcrklc, assistant provost and dean of students, should be
commended for their actions of late - for these two men made a stand ear
lier this month for the constitutional rights and freedoms of Grand Valley’s
students while having fairly enacted their administrative powers in the
process.
You see there is a new student organization on campus called the
Theological Diversity Society, and because of the actions of Merkle and
Stoll they will now be allowed all the privileges allotted to any other offi
cial Grand Valley organization.
But just last month, GVSU’s Student Organization Review Board,
denied the Theological Diversity Society organizational status, citing con
cern over the group’s mission statement. With this, Stoll said that he and
Merkle had to go above their heads and overrule SORB'S vote.
“In my eyes, they had met the criteria (as a lawful organization),
whether or not you agree with the group is another matter,” Stoll said.
“I want to encourage people to explore ideas.”
Those voting to deny were: Laura Deiss, Dawn Praton (sitting in for
Todd Green), Kristen Brooks and Britt Lindholm. Stoll, who sat in for Ann
Inman, abstained.
The groups mission statements reads: “The Theological Diversity
Society will serve as a means for people of differing religions to locate
like-minded others within the campus community, to promote understand
ing between people of differing beliefs and, if demand is great enough, to
arrange for meeting space for services for and speakers from their respec
tive religions."
Cliff Thomas, the group’s president, said that the group is to serve as
a network - the last thing he and Diversity's members wish is to interfere
with other’s beliefs.
“1 think that they're objecting to what they see as a distinctly antiChristian bent to the group, and we don't want it to be that way,” Thomas
said.
Thomas noted that the group consists of some Christians, along with
Wiccans, Buddhists, and various others. Even the group’s name, he said,
was chosen to show they are not an antagonistic group.
Because SORB never presented a formal letter stating why they
denied the group official status, one can only guess at their motives, for the
members of SORB could not be reached for comment or refused to do so
at this time.
It’s too bad that SORB had to be overruled in order for the basic rights
of students to be upheld. Theological Diversity Society, as any other group
on campus, offers students choices and that should be seen as an asset not
a threat.
Stoll and Merkle deserve the admiration of the student body for tak
ing such a stand, too often an unpopular one, for First Amendment Rights.
Grand Valley is not an island in itself; it is a public institution and there
fore responsible to uphold the law of the land.

Libraries today are in the
business of providing access to
information, not just books.
In this elec
tronic age,
inform ation
can
be
stored, pack
aged
and
tran sm itte d
in a multi
M orrow
tude of ways.
The technologies for retrieving
and exploring that information are
very exciting and are developing
at breakneck speed.
GVSU library’s BEACON is
a complete catalog of the books
and journals owned by the library,
contained in a system that tracks
items which have been ordered
for purchase, put on the shelf,
placed on Closed Reserve, bor
rowed and (occasionally) lost.
Another invaluable resource
is CD-SEARCH — a collection of
indexes to articles in journals,
which can be searched with all the
speed and flexibility offered by
computers and software. Through
two of the major indexes, print
outs of entire articles are available
from a full-image CD file. With
CD-SEARCH and BEACON,
access to conventional print
resources is enhanced and
expanded by electronic technolo

gy'
In the near future, we plan to

match CD-SEARCH hits on
screen to our periodicals holdings
in BEACON, making searches for
locally available journal articles a
one-step process. We’ll also be
detailing Closed Reserve materi
als in BEACON, enabling users to
find out for themselves what’s on
reserve for their classes.

An ever-increasing
amount o f information
is becoming available
in electronic formats,
and the library expects
to take advantage of
that.
An ever-increasing amount
of information is becoming avail
able in electronic formats, and the
library expects to take advantage
of that. In particular, we’ll be
looking into CD reference tools
and resources and finding ways to
offer access to the quantity of
government-produced informa
tion we’re already receiving on
CDs.
The Internet has become a
household word, and the library is
now providing user access to the
Internet at four networked work
stations. We’re still learning
about the electronic data and
resources stored at thousands of
other sites connected to the
Internet, which are accessible by
“surfing.” There’s a lot of work
ahead to find a way to organize
the mass of data and information

out there, as books and journals
have done for a century. We’ve
made a small beginning by rough
ing out a GVSU library “web
homepage,” which will soon greet
users at the library Internet work
stations.
In the next few years, the
GVSU library has several signifi
cant information access goals.
One is to make BEACON avail
able via the Internet by Fall 1995;
currently we’re limited to dial-in
only. Another is to provide
remote access to the CDSEARCH indexes for GVSU stu
dents and faculty from downtown,
across town and around the state;
this will require major university
funding. A third goal is to offer
touch-tone telephone renewals for
borrowed books, similar to the
university’s telephone registration
service; to do this, the library will
need substantial programming
support hours from Computer
Services.
The future begins tomorrow,
and “going with the flow” often
feels more like “shooting the
rapids” as the library tries to take
advantage of Information Age
technologies.
Are electronic resources and
communication simply “extras?”
Apassingfad? We don’t think so.
The electronic word is quickly
taking its place beside the printed
word in scholarship and everyday
life, and we’re striving to help
them co-exist in the GVSU
library.

Letters to the Editor
Editor,
Reading the articles in the
Feb. 23 edition of The Lanthom
about the opposition to the Native
Americans’ tuition cuts sent vivid
images through my mind. But
rather than visions of the rich
Native American culture, all I
could see were children with their
hands out, chanting “Me, me, me!
1 want my fair share!”
Here at GVSU, many of our
classmates must take out loans
and hold down multiple jobs to
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make ends meet. What makes
them so different from their
Native American classmates?
They are descendants of the
European scrooge, and that is
their crime. Their punishment is
to fend for themselves; in fact, to
further punish these people, the
taxes garnered by the state out of
their hard earned paychecks (in
part) go to their Native American
classmates who are getting these
scholarships for their forefather’s
sins.
Please see LETTER, p. 7
LANTHORN LETTER POLICY
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More cops? Hell no...
With Shane P. Szalai
Campus Life Editor

President Clinton has pro
posed a “Crime Bill,” which,
although the name would imply
otherwise, has the noble intention
of reducing crime.
With Clinton's proposal
comes a lot of rhetoric. “We need
to make American streets safe for
Americans to walk on,” for exam
ple. Yea, verily I say unto thee,
“Blah, blah, blah.”
We now know that our presi
dent wants to reduce crime. I bet
you fed safer already.
To repeat, President Clinton
has made a stand against crime.
Go out on a limb, there Bill! I do
give him credit for not saying he
wants to be known as the “AntiCrime President,” however. That
would have been pushing it.
But just how does one reduce
crime? President Clinton says

crime in America can be reduced
by increasing the number of
police officers “on the streets” by
100, 000 .
Now, if his bill were passed,
and the bill had enough money for
100.000 police officers, and then
the United States actually had
100.000 more cops on the streets,
would crime go down?
Hell no. The “best” result
would be that these new cops
would catch more criminals,
which in turn would become more
prisoners, resulting in even more
overcrowded prisons, leading to
the need for building more pris
ons, which would cost still more
money.
In a nutshell, we’d end up
paying more money for more
P°lice officers, more money to
prosecute more criminals, more
money to house and feed these
criminals, and more money to
build more prisons for all of them.
Make sense? If it doesn’t.

you aren’t alone. But you’ve
probably heard all this before.
An added downside you
might not have thought about is
that more cops wouldn’t necessar
ily be so good for law abiding cit
izens (And that’s us).
Think about it. When do you
usually see a cop? Is it when
you’re being robbed, rapied, or
murdered?
Hell no. I usually see a cop
when I’m going 40 in a 35 and
Mr. Law Enforcement Man or Ms.
Law Enforcement Woman (but
I’ve only been pulled over by
annoying Mr.’s) decides that he
has to show Mr. Pretentious
College Student Guy (that’s me)
who’s boss (and that would be
him).
So, does America really need
more cops? Once again, hell no.
I’d rather the government
waste our money on honey subsi
dies. If we can’t be safe, bees
might as well be.
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LETTER, from p. 6 -----------But I think I see the grand
scheme: victim equates cash ret
ribution. Applying this logic, I
think I am owed a full scholar
ship too.
I am not of Native American
descent, but rather, of Polish and
Jewish descent. My ancestors,
not more than 50 years ago (150
years after the beginning of the
Native American plight) were
ruthlessly exterminated by a man
by the name of Adolph Hitler.
In reality though, while my
heart mourns the passing of my
people, I cannot hold angst
against someone who happens to
be o f German descent and
demand reparations. They are as
powerless to change the past as I
am.
Instead of trying to bilk
money out of a system for events
that I had no part of, I do the best
I can, applying for scholarships,
taking out loans, and holding
down jobs; relying on myself.
I admit and realize that the
18th and 19th centuries were not
kind to the original inhabitants of
the land we now populate, and
that their lives were radically
changed as a result of the immi
gration of many European peo
ples.
I will even go so far as to
admit that they were owed just
compensation for the unfortunate
situation, but where does it all
end? Are we to continue the cir
cular cash flow until the end of
time? Must we all be victims
until the day we die? Make your
own way in the world instead of
relying upon someone else to
pave the road for you. To quote
the Eagles, “GET OVER IT!!”
Brett J. Cutler
Student
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At The Olive Garden, we believe in variety. On our menu,
and on our team. It adds up to a blend of personalities that makes it
a great place to work. And when you join us, you'll enjoy:
□ a fun and friendly environment □ good money
□ medical and dental eligibility □ paid training O and more!

Typing
In My Home

Apply today for positions throughout our restaurant, including
servers, bussers, line cooks, prep cooks, hosts/hostesses,
bartenders, pasta makers and aish machine operators.
No prior restaurant experience is necessary! Just drop by daily at:

Letters, resumes,
term papers, etc.
Call Debby at

3883 28th Street, S.E.
Grand Rapids

459-6663
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Grand valley Apartments
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From the Home Office in
Allendale, M lch ie an
Top Ten "Important" People with
Nam es

(l to r) Sarah Aebigand Amy Lewis participated in the Alternative Spring Break trip that aided B.E.A.K.S. an emer
gency care facility in Florida for birds. Photo courtesy o f Jenny CaudilL

Students give B.E.A.K.S. a helping hand
With Jenny Caudill
Staff Writer

On my Spring Break, I found
a new love—or he found me.
His name was Beethoven,
and he was a turkey. No, not a
jerk, a bird. As I walked into the
sanctuary, there he stood-all
fluffed and ready to show off a
beautiful blue neck.
He took one look at me and
charged forward, sending me run
ning toward safety. With my heart
pounding and my blood racing, I
jumped over picnic tables, tripped
over logs, and finally made my
escape on top of a table.
As I stood there screaming
for help, I knew that this turkey
wasn’t going to give up (like
some of my former boyfriends).
If you too would like to find
a loyal love, why not try
Alternative Spring Break?
Alternative Spring Break is a
program set up to offer college
students the opportunity to volun
teer their time during their Spring
Break. There are many different
sites to choose from, including
B.E.A.K.S. in Florida.
B.E.A.K.S. (Bird Emergency
and Aid Rare Sanctuary) is locat
ed on Big Talbot Island and offers
rehabilitation to all species of
injured wild birds. The ASB pro
gram chooses students through
applications, and for the week of
Spring Break the group travels to
their destination to volunteer for
that site.
I was one of the lucky seven
to travel to B.E.A.K.S. As we all
piled into the van I began to get
nefVous as I realized that I’d be
spending an entire week with six
strangers. What I didn’t realize is
that those six strangers were soon
going to become six close friends.
I found myself laughing and
enjoying this group of fellow stu
dents. As Tracey James said, “We
just clicked together.”
We were fortunate enough to
have Kurt Hazelwood as a site
leader and Steven Nicholet as co
site leader, both of whom had
already previously volunteered at
B.E.A.K.S. Their outrageous per

sonalities brought laughter to the
19-hour ride, and they shared
their memories from the previous
year, which gave us descriptions
of what our duties might be.

“[Alternative
Spring Break] gave
me a sense o f satis
faction that I could
take my time and
give it to others.
Everybody should
go on ASB, ”
-K u rt Hazelwood
B.EA.K.S. site leader
Digging dirt, cleaning cages,
raking leaves and working in the
bird hospital were just a few of
our experiences throughout the
week. Our days began at 8 a.m.
with cleaning and feeding, and
throughout the day we changed
duties accordingly. Tracey James,
Sarah Aebig, Kurt Hazelwood,
Steven Nicholet and I ended each
day digging dirt and hauling it to
fill in the floors of bird cages.
Amy Lewis and Sue Sant
were kept busy in the hospital and
kitchen. Sue Sant is majoring in
biology and said that being able
to work outside the classroom
with these birds enabled her to
learn so much more than just sit
ting in the classroom.
"Working with the birds gave
me more insight, and I was able to
learn how we effect the
birds,"said Amy Lewis, English
major.
Sarah Aebig said, “I learned
how to feed a Pelican with no top
beak!”
Our days ended around 5
p.m. as we headed back to
Fernandina Beach to shower up
and enjoy the rest of the night
together. We spent time together
eating, shopping, bowling and
walking on the beach. ASB not
only offered us the chance to
work in a different environment,
but also to learn more about our
selves. Each of us had something

to offer the other about Grand
Valley and our experiences on
campus.
College doesn’t have to be
just a bunch of lectures, but it will
be what you make of it outside the
classroom. As Tracey James said,
“It’s the opportunity to get the
best of both worlds.”
When asked what ASB
meant to Kurt he stated, “Helping
out others in need during my
Spring Break. It gave me a sense
of satisfaction that I could take
my time and give it to others.
Everybody should go on ASB.”
Don’t let another ASB mem
ory pass you by. Be sure to make
the best of your college years by
applying next year.

We’ve received a lot of comments to the effect that our readership has had enough of one Boutros Boutros-Ghali—even though
they also always seem to want to know who the hell he is.
He’s quite an important fellow, actually. He’s secretary-general
of the United Nations, which means he's in charge o f the body that,
among other things, is supposed to be keeping peace in our world. He
obviously hasn’t met with smashing success in this task, but do you
think you could keep peace in our world?
At any rate, Boutros Boutros-Ghali is a name The Lanthom staff
felt you should know about, and we are glad to have been able to
make his name known— because it’s such a funny one.
It just rolls of the tongue: “Boutros Boutros-Ghali.” This is the
last time we’ll use his name, but by-Ghali, it is a funny name.
Of course, Boutros Boutros-Ghali isn’t the only person in an
important (or quasi-important) position with a funny name. Here are
just 10 more.
If you can tell us what position these “funny namers” hold, we
will congratulate you, because that will mean you’re smart.
Additionally, the funny name you like best will be incorporated into
the year’s remaining top ten lists. If none of these names suits your
fancy, write in your own choice. It’s still a semi-free country.
10. Donna Shalala.
9. Jim Class.
8. Hillary Clinton.
7. Gladys Pantzeroff.
6. Boris Yeltsin.
5. Shane Szalai.
4. Colin Powell.
3. George Stefanopolous.
2. Newt Gingrich.
1. Donsalar.

Next week is International Awareness Week
By Shane P. Szalai
Campus Life Editor

ture Malaysian music, followed
on Tuesday by African music, on
Wednesday by South American
music, on Thursday by Japanese
and Thai music and on Friday by
Irish music.
Computers are also to be a
part of the week, through
“Internet International.” On
Monday from 10-11 a.m. and
Tuesday-Friday from 2-3 p.m. in
Room 212 of Manitou, Bruce
Humphrey will show you how to
find information on any country
you choose,

Rather than tanning, one
GVSU student spent his Spring
Break planning.
He was planning
for
International Awareness Week,
which runs March 20-24.
“This was my Spring Break,”
said Mahendran Balakrishan,
holding
a copy
of the
International Awareness Week
schedule. ^
Balakrishan is president of
GVSU’s
International
“Our goal is to get
Association, the group that is
people seeing and
sponsoring the week.
thinking globally to
“We just started to really
concentrate on planning in go along with the uni
February,"
Balakrishan versity’s goal o f inter
explained. “Unfortunately, that
nationalization. ”
means a lot of this has been last
minute, but the support we’ve
-M ahendran Balakrishan,
received has been very encourag
President, International
ing.
Association
“We’re looking forward to
doing it again next year, and then
to see it build in years to come.”
“There’s all sorts of informa
Some of the support tion about other countries at your
Balakrishan received has come fingertips without even having to
from WCKS, which is sponsoring leave Grand Valley,” Balakrishan
a “World Beat” music hour from explained. “Bruce will show you
noon to 1 p.m. every day during how to get at it.”
the week.
Several displays around
On Monday, WCKS will fea campus are intended to let as

many students as possible know
about the week. The International
Association will decorate the
Little Mackinaw Bridge with
flags from around the world, and
other displays will be shown
throughout the week in the
Kirkhof Center, Commons and
Zumberge Library.
The week is also set to coin
cide with the Ethnic Festival,
which will last all day Thursday
at the Kirkhof Center. Food, song
and dance will all be a part of the
event, which is geared towards
fostering greater understanding of
the world around us, as is the
International Association.
“Our goal is to get people
seeing and thinking globally to go
along with the university’s goal
of
internationalization,"
Balakrishan said.
One way they hope to do so
is through the “Explore your
Friendship around the World
Contest” sponsored by UBS.
Students who get the name of a
GVSU student, faculty or staff
member from each of three glob
al regions are eligible for UBS
prizes.
You can pick up an entry
form at the Student Life Office or
UBS. A complete schedule of the
week’s activities can also be
picked up in the SLO.

VolunteerIGVSU
to fill 12 coordi
nator positions

Order of Omega sets good example at Grand Valley
By Angela Nowak
Staff Writer
and

By Molly Neveau

Shane P. Szalai

Staff Writer

Campus Life Editor

Do you have some spare
time on your hands? Are you
tired of spending your free
time in front of the tube watch
ing “Rikki Lake” and “Lost in
Space" reruns?
If you answered “yes” to
either o f these questions anc
would rather spend your time
productively helping others
and experiencing new opportu
nities, take a walk over to the
Student Life Office and pick
up an application.
VolunteerIGVSU is look
ing for interested students to
fill 12 issue coordinator posi
tions.
The jobs involve creating
service opportunities
for
Grand Valley students by com
municating with agencies in
the community and recruiting
students to help these agencies
with their issues.
Coordinators are needed
for the following 12 issues
Alternative Spring Break, dis
abilities, environment, sub
stance abuse, youth, seniors
(as in Senior Citizens), Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, Habitat
for Humanity, health and
AIDS, hungry and homeless,
literacy and Volunteer Corps.
Womens’ issues and race
relations issues will be added
in the future.
If any of these issues ring
your bell, VolunteerIGVSU
wants you!

Two members of GVSU’s
chapter of the Order of Omega,
Laura Bestler and Jim Barber,
each won $500 scholarships in
nationwide competitions.
The awards were based on
grades, an essay describing lead
ership activities on campus and
two recommendations.
Bestler, who is also a gradu
ate assistant in the Student Life
Office and advisor to the Order of
Omega, was one of only two
recipients nationwide of a $500
graduate fellowship.
She plans to use the money to
help pay for the master’s degree in
education she will earn from
GVSU this May.

In the past, Volunteer!
GVSU has organized a
dance for senior citizens,
inner city school tutoring
and Hunger Theatre.
Jay Cooper, director of
VolunteerIGVSU, said he
would encourage students who
have had volunteer experience,
are able to interact with the
community, staff and other stu
dents and have a desire to be
involved in social change to
apply for the positions.
In the past, Volunteer!
GVSU has organized a dance
for senior citizens, inner city
school tutoring and Hunger
Theatre, in which students get
to experience the caste system.
‘The sky’s the limit” con
cerning plans for future pro
grams, Cooper said.
Each of the programs
offer student coordinators free
dom to make what they can of
the program. Cooper said.
John Rich, the current
Alternative Spring Break coor
dinator, said that his favorite
part of the job is the opportuni
ty to participate in, rather than
just observe, social change.
He also said he likes the
opportunity to be put in contact
with new issues, environ
ments, people and activities.
Interested students are
urged to contact the Volunteer!
GVSU office immediately at
895-2345.

Having received her bache
lor’s degree from the University
of Wisconsin at River Falls,
Bestler isn’t quite sure where she
intends to settle for a job, but
knows that she wants a job “some
where in student life.”
“What I really want is Bob
Stoll’s job,” she joked.
Barber’s scholarship was
based on similar criteria, but it is
an undergraduate scholarship.
Barber is vice president of mem
bership for the Order of Omega
and also works in the Student Life
Office.
The awards are quite a feath
er in the Order of Omega cap,
according to Nicole Boyer, presi
dent of the GVSU chapter.
“Each chapter can only sub
mit one student and advisor,”
Boyer said, “so to have both of
our nominees recognized on a
national level is a great honor.”

i£ s

The Order of Omega is a
nationally chartered organization
with the purpose of recognizing
excellence and leadership in the
Greek community.
It brings together representa
tives from both sororities and fra
ternities to organize and answer
questions on local and intercolle
giate affairs.
Members of the Order of
Omega represent the top three
percent of Greeks on campus,
meaning the maximum number of
members the order will accept
would be three percent of the total
Greek population of GVSU.
“We have 20 applications
right now,” Boyer said, “but we
will accept only the most qualified
applicants.”
To seek membership, a stu
dent must belong to a Greek insti
tution on campus, have junior sta
tus, maintain at least a 2.8 grade
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point average and demonstrate
leadership and scholastic skills in
both the community and their
respective sorority or fraternity.
“The Order of Omega mem
bers are positive role models for
both Greek and non-Greek stu
dents,” Boyer said.
The organization also brings
alumni, faculty and honorary
members together with students to
help promote mutual interest and
foster understanding.
‘The Order of Omega is great
because it allows us to grow as
leaders through the exchange of
ideas, and it also helps to build a
better sense of campus communi
ty, because it encompasses all
Greek organizations,” Boyer said.
Applications for the Order of
Omega are currently available.
Questions can be answered by
Laura Bestler at 895-2363.
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Computing News
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So you want to find someone on the Internet...
Sounds like an easy question.
You just go out and access some
book” of places and peoWell guess
again. There
are
some
thing like 30
million peo
ple on the
Internet, with
a quarter of a
H u m p h rey
million join
ing each month (and who knows
how many more changing their
access sites or names) on millions
of systems. Managing a directory

would be beyond imagining.
There are ways, however, to
find people on the Internet. So
pull out your pipe, tweed hat and
magnifying glass and get ready to
play Sherlock Holmes.
#1 G ophers: T h e Easy Search
“Gophers are menu-driven
systems which organize Internet
information in a hierarchy.” Don’t
you just love computing terminol
ogy? What gophers let you do is
select items from a series of lists,
narrowing down your search for
information until you find it.
Using gophers to find people

ine Lounge

R ecent!yN ^753 A l p i n e

Re-opened!

361-9301

means finding a gopher in the
same location as the person you
are looking for (most often this
means at a university, since busi
nesses generally don’t have
gophers) and then seeing if it has
a listing of people (and their email addresses) at that institution.
To go to the GVSU gopher
from your student account, at the
account@river> prompt, type:
gopher.
From there you have a menu
of options which includes other
gophers. Select that item. The
new menu displays several large
universities The best options are
G r a d u a t i n g

either MSU or the University of
Minnesota.
In their gopher menus you
will find an item that says Other
Gophers,
Other
Network
Resources, or Network and
Database Resources. Keep work
ing through the following menus
until you locate the gopher you
want.
At that gopher, look for an
item with Phone List or Directory
in the name. Just do a search
using the last name of the person
you want to find and pay attention
to the screen prompts for what to
do.
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#2 E very O th e r Way: The
T echnological Ways
If you can’t find a gopher for
the institution/company you are
looking for, you may have to use
a programs called “finger,” and if
this fails you may have to resort
to writing the institution’s post
master or even calling for the
information.
The finger program on River
tries to find a user at a site you
identify. The form is:
fingername@intemet.address
So, if you are looking for
Bob Smith at Michigan State,
then
you
might
try
smith@msu.edu.
There are many variants and
problems with finger, since only
certain kinds of machines work
with it, and your address may not
be the machine they have an
account on.
To get information from the
institution directly, you can try
writing to the postmaster at:
postmaster@gvsu.edu, for exam
ple.
If you are polite and ask only
for a single address, the person
acting as the postmaster might
find time to check the system for
the address. But don’t EXPECT
them to, since these people often
have more to do than any three
mere mortals.
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& Entertainment
Oscar contest rules Author challenges new feminist trends
rts

It is now the third week of
our Oscar contest, and so far
response has been less than lack
ing. Perhaps we should explain
that all you need to do is check off
some nominees and turn your
entry form into The Lanthom
office, and you could win 12, 8 or
4 movie passes to Studio 28
(worth $72, $48, $24 respective
ly). Plus you’ll get featured in The

Lanthom for all of your col
leagues to admire!
We have extended the dead
line to March 24, so you have
plenty o f time to turn them in. All
of the Best Picture movies are
now playing at Studio 28, if you
want to increase your odds of
winning by actually seeing the
movies.

Oscar Time!
Picture
"Forrest Gump”
"Four Weddings and a Funeral"
"Pulp Fiction"
"Quiz Show"
"The Shawshank Redemption"
Actor
Morgan Freeman, "The Shawshank Redemption"
Tom Hanks, "Forrest Gump"
Nigel Hawthorne, "The Madness of King George"
Paul Newman, "Nobody's Fool"
John Travolta, "Pulp Fiction"
Actress
Jodje Foster, "Nell"
Jessica Lange, "Blue Sky"
Miranda Richardson, "Tom and Viv"
Winona Ryder, "Little Women"
Susan Sarandon, "The Client”
Supporting Actor
Samuel L. Jackson, "Pulp Fiction"
Martin Landau, "Ed Wood"
Chazz Palminteri, "Bullets Over Broadway"
Paul Scofield, "Quiz Show"
Gary Sinise, "Forrest Gump"
Supporting Actress
Rosemary Harris,
Ha
"Tom and Viv"
Helen Mirren, 'The Madness of King George"
Uma Thurman, "Pulp Fiction"
Jennifer Tilly, "Bullets Over Broadway"
Dianne West, "Bullets Over Broadway"
Director
Woody Allen, "Bullets Over Broadway"
Robert Zemeckis, "Forrest Gump"
Quentin Tarantino, "Pulp Fiction"
Robert Redford, "Quiz Show"
Krzysztof Kieslowski, "Red"
Foreign Film
"Before the Rain," Macedonia
"Burnt by the Sun," Russia
"Eat Drink Man Woman," Taiwan
"Farinelli: II Castrato," Belgium
"Strawberry and Chocolate," Cuba
Cinematography
"Forrest Gump"
"Legends of the Fall"
"Red"
"The Shawshank Redemption"
"Wyatt Earp"
Costume Design
"Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert"
"Bullets over Broadway"
"Little Women"
"Maverick"
"Queen Margot"
Documentary Feature
"Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter"
"D-Day Remembered"
"Freedom on My Mind"
"A Great Day in Harlem"
"Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision"
Film Editing

"Forrest Gump"
"Hoop Dreams"
"Pulp Fiction"
"The Shawshank Redemption"
"Speed"
Music Original Score
Alan Silverstri, "Forrest Gump"
Elliot Goldenthal, "Interview With the Vampire"
Hans Zimmer, "The Lion King"
Thomas Newman, "Little Women"
Thomas Newman, "The Shawshank Redemption"
Music Original Song

"Can You Feel the Love Tonight," The Lion rung
"Circle of Life," "The Lion King"
"Hakuna Matata,” 'The Lion King"
"Look What Love Has Done," "Junior"
"Make Up Your Mind," "The Paper"

N am e.
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By Jennifer Vanse
Aits and Entertainment Editor

Rene Denfeld is one of the
few female amateur boxers regis
tered in the United States, but her
latest punch was not in the boxing
ring, but was against feminism.
Denfeld, 28, challenges cur
rent feminist trends in her new
book, “THE NEW VICTORIANS:
A Young Woman’s Challenge” to
the Old Feminist Order, and shehopes to knock out a trend she
sees in feminism of reverting back
to the ideals of the 19th century.
“We can no longer wait and
hope that one day they (feminists)
will wake up to our concerns... we
are going to have to be the ones to
do it,” Denfeld stated.
In 1992, Denfeld, now a
freelance journalist, was working
as a bartender when she began to
notice a disturbing pattern among
her female co-workers and other
women.
“Even though they believed
in feminist ideas, very few
women identified with femi
nism,” Denfeld said.
This pattern Denfeld saw in
women disassociating themselves
with the feminist label
was
enough to prompt Denfeld to
research the matter further, and
has culminated two years later in
her first book, released March 14.
“I’ve gotten an overwhelm
ing response. Women were happy
that someone was finally looking
into the issue,” Denfeld said.
That issue is the gap between
the objectives of feminist leaders
and the objectives of most
American women. Denfeld paral
lels today’s feminism with the
Victorian age.
“The fringe of the movement
has become the extremist theory,”
Denfeld explained, “It has
become an ideology instead of
action."
In “THE NEW VICTORIANS,”
she cites numerous 19th century
sources to lay a clear description
down of Victorian era women and
what was expected of them. Most
of us are already familiar with the
stereotype.
A woman’s role was to pro
vide a shining example of virtue
to men, and her place most cer
tainly was somewhere out of
reach of the corruptible evils of a
man's world - a world that includ
ed voting rights, political and cor
porate equality and sexual free
dom.
Denfeld describes the era as a
time when women were “the
moral saviors of humanity;
women were held to a much high
er standard than men - and pun
ished when they could not achieve
it.”
To back up her claims,
Denfeld brings up several exam
ples in current feminism in her
book, such as the antiphallic cam
paign that blames male sexuality
for the world’s problems. This
promotes a “victim mytholo
gy-women as the helpless vic
tims of masculine oppression,”
Denfeld said.
This lopsided 19th century
worldview is out of place as we

Rene Denfeld, author of "THE NEW VICTORIANS: A Young Woman’s
Challenge to the Old Feminist Order.” Photo courtesy o f Julie Keefe.
begin to enter the 21st.-Focusing
on extremes like goddess worship
is turning off the daughters of the
women who fought so hard in the
60’s and 70’s for equal rights,
Denfeld said.
“THE NEW VICTORIANS”
is a rallying cry to take back fem
inism.
“I’m fed up with repressive
extremist ideology parading itself
as liberating feminism,” said
Denfeld. “We need to return to
and look at priority issues that
unite women of all backgrounds,
for instance child care.”
Cited in Esquire magazine as
one of the country’s eight most
noteworthy
new
feminists,

Denfeld’s vision for feminism
makes room for men.
“It’s important that we wel
come men not only into the move
ment, but welcome them as
equals. Men should feel at ease
aligning themselves with femi
nism. That’s what equality
means,” Denfeld said.
She adds, “I believe women
should have the same opportuni
ties and rights as men., it should
be this principle that guides the
final wave of feminism. “
Rene Denfeld will be speak
ing at Schuler Books in Grand
Rapids on Thursday, March 23rd
at 7:30pm.

Literary Notes:
Good Omens
By Dexter Peterson
Staff Columnist

“God does not play dice with
the universe; He plays an ineffa
ble game of His own devising,
which might be compared...to
b e i n g
involved in
an obscure
and complex
version
of
poker in a
p i tc h - d a r k
room, with
Peterson
bland cards,
for infinite stakes, with a Dealer
who won’t tell you the rules, and
who smiles all the time.”
Good Omens (The Nice And
Accurate Prophecies O f Agnes
Nutter, Witch), by Neil Gaiman
and Terry Pratchett, is the latest
in the wave of off-the-wall, irrev
erent humor from those Brits
who brought us Monty Python,

Benny Hill and Douglas Adams.
The story brings about the
Apocalypse in a manner never
before envisioned. An apocalyp
tic comedy of errors, the i\ntiChrist has been born, but mistak
enly placed with the wrong fami

lyMuch of the most interesting
interplay in the book is between a
demon and an angel, as sort of
supernatural
field
agents.
Crowley, the demon, and
Aziraphale, the angel, have actu
ally become friends, bound by
their common love of humanity.
They argue over matters of free
will and morality in pubs, but the
authors seem to side more with
Crowley (who bears a passing
resemblance to Gaiman).
I would say that most of the
hilarious descriptions, similes,
and dialogue is Pratchett’s, while
the sense of wonder and moving
human insight is Gaiman’s.
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G rand Valley's new Film Club brings local bands to WCKS
taping shows for the campus com
Nevermind consists mostly which Honeycutt has been post
munity using bands from the area. of interviews with the band mem ing all over Grand Rapids.
Staff Writer
President Jason Honeycutt and his bers, hosted by Film Club vice
The actual shows won’t be
crew film on the stairs and in the president John Price, followed by airing until sometime after Spring
Allendale may seem like it’s Galley of the Kirkhof center using performances where the bands Break, on Grand Valley’s own
far from the action o f Grand borrowed cameras from the com
“We don’t get any money from the school. You’ve
Rapids or Detroit, but you only munications department. The cast
have to go as far as your dorm and crew of Nevermind use their got to go through so much red tape. They encour
room to see Grand Rapids’ best talents and creativity to bring a
age you to (start a club), and then when you do,
and brightest bands live on televi little entertainment to all of at
sion. It’s all on Grand Valley’s GVSU.
you have to do it all by yourself, ”
“It’s something to do,”
newest TV show, Nevermind,
-Jason Honeycutt
produced by the newest “unoffi shrugged Jennie Hochthanner,
cial” club on campus, the Film camera woman and general
President, Film Club
mover and shaker. “It’s fun.”
Club.
“I’ve always wanted to do usually play two of their best channel, WCKS. They aren’t sure
A group of surprisingly
determined freshman have been this stuff,” added Honeycutt. songs. The show has been locat exactly when the show will air,
working hard every Tuesday night “And it looks good on a resume.” ing guests usually through flyers, but the times and dates will be
By J.R. Hinton
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SUMMER JOBS!

Work on campus while you take classes this summer! The Housing O ffice needs
Conference Assistants to work 25 hours/week, Ravine Apartment provided. Opportunuties
for 40 hours/week and free dining when working for Food Service as well. Stop by the
H ou sin g O ffice at 103 Student S erv ices for d etails and an ap p lication .

announced as soon as the club
•knows for sure.
The show also includes a
woman’s perspective, a short edi
torial called “Charisma’s Comer,”
performed by Charisma Baltzar
and Price and written by
Honeycutt. It’s basically a hesaid, she-said skit.
“It just breaks up the inter
views and the music,” Baltzar
said.
Unfortunately, the club has
had a hard time getting started.
“We don’t get any money
from the school, “ Honeycutt said.
“You’ve got to go through so
much red tape. They encourage
you to (start a club) and then
when you do, you have to do it all
by yourself."
The Film Club is also having
troubles finding the filming
equipment they need.
“They’re really stingy about
using the equipment. They won’t
give us the funds, but they won’t
let us use the equipment sitting on
the shelf collecting dust,” said
Honeycutt.
The club isn’t official yet, but
they hope to be receiving money
from the university by next year,
and they do have their own mail
box in the Kirkhof Center.
Anyone who is interested in par
ticipating or just watching, and
especially those who have their
own cameras and equipment, can
contact Jason Honeycutt or leave
a message in the club’s mailbox.
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s PORTS
GV Crew brings world champ back from CRASH-B
By C.D. Burge
Staff Writer

The GVSU Crew brought
home another world champion
two Saturdays ago at the
CRASH-B’s
tournament in
Boston.
Senior Michelle Nielsen won
the Coxswain (up to 120 lbs.)
division, acing out the competi
tion by over 10 seconds. She won
with a personal best time.
“A personal goal this season
was to win the CRASH-B’s and
set my best time ever,” she said.
This first-place finish fol
lows a strong third in the same
division last year.
Coach Casey Haley was also
impressed. “Michelle’s perfor
mance, as well as the team’s, was
nothing less than excellent,” he
beamed. “The competition was
definitely tougher this year.”
The CRASH-B’s involves
rowing on ERGs, or rowing

machines, which are timed. The
team has been practicing on these
for several months, since winter
ended the outdoor rowing season."
While Nielsen saw a person
al victory in her finish, she also
pointed out the positives it has on
the team.
“When we do well, it’s a real
courage booster to the team,” she
said.
Haley agreed. “A win like
this makes the college much more
recognized. Our confidence in
being someone to be reckoned
with is definitely increased.”
In addition to Nielsen’s first
place finish, Jeff Festian placed
third for the second year in a row,
pulling a better time than last
year. He competes in the male
Coxswain division, which is
under 130 lbs.
“I pulled my best time ever,
plus I’m working harder,” he said.
“Every year I try to improve my
time, and I’m happy with having
done that.”

Jeff Festian stares intently as he focuses on his goal. Festian took third
place in the men’s Coxswain division. Photo by Shane P SzalaL

(/ to r) Last year’s world champion Brandy Teergardin and this year's world champion Michelle Nielsen row person
al best times. Photo by Shane P. SzalaL
Festian finished only 2 1/2
seconds out of second, but Haley
thought his time was not the sole
factor.
“Competition was much
tougher for Jeff this year,” Haley
noted. “His time was great, and I
see him getting stronger and fin
ishing better next year, eventually
winning his division.”
Nielsen also talked of finish
ing better. “I plan to compete next
year, as well,” she predicted. “I
want to see my name in the pro
gram again.” Neilsen received the
customary silver hammer for her
victory.
The competition was truly on
an international scale. Ivy League
schools such as Harvard and Yale
were there, along with strong
competition from Germany and
Switzerland.
Even so, 13 of the 15 GVSU

Laker softball loses one gam e, one pitcher
By Ben Bailey
Sports Editor

Despite losing a starting
pitcher the first day of the spring
season, the Grand Valley softball
team compiled a 9-1 record. The
only loss was at the hands of
Division I Boston College.
Senior
pitcher
Allison
VanHom twisted her knee strik
ing out the last batter of the first
inning. She knew something was
wrong and wanted to throw the
ball a few times, hoping to get
loosened up. While throwing, she
went down and then realized it
was something more serious,
according to head coach Doug
Woods.
“We found out that she has
an anterior cruciate tear. We are
going to see if we can start her in
some rehab and get her back
before the end of the season.
Woods said. “Brandee Battley
stepped up for us and performed
nicely,” he added.
B e sid e s

the

in ju ry

to

next six games, including wins
over Villanova 3-2, Keene State
8-4, St. Anselm 12-0, Edinboro
10-5, Slippery Rock 6-2 and St.
Thomas 7-4.

“The best thing about
our team is that even
if we are down we
find a way to win.
And when we are
winning we don ’t let
ff
up.
Sheree Knola,
Tri-captain, GV softball
The Lakers outscored their
opponents 90-31 in the 10 games.
Batdey posted a 4-0 record,
allowing only 1.62 earned runs.
Kim Sebesta was 5-1 on the
mound, allowing 2 39 earned
runs. Both were backed by a
defense that committed only 1.5
erro rs per game
H ow ever, the

L akers w ere

the Lakers from a 4-0 deficit to a
5-4 win.
Against St. Thomas, Grand
Valley was down 4-0 when Jenny
Bowen and Sheree Knola com
bined for five RBIs.
“The best thing about our
team is that even if we are down
we find a way to win. And when
we are winning we don’t let up,”
tri-captain Knola said.
Wood thinks the seniors
returning to his team are a big
factor to his team’s success but
also admits that the whole team
contributes.
“We have a good blend of
power hitters backed up by quick
set up players,” Woods said about
his lineup. “We also have girls
that come off of the bench that
can run like heck.”
Two of those girls are A ngie
S ander

and

Ja m ie

D ee rin g .

Crew finished with personal best
times (the other two were imped
ed by illness)! Festian sees this as
directly related to racing competi
tion.

“Winning this is very
important to me
because I ’ve never
won anything like
this before. But i t ’s
really exciting to win
a regatta as well,
”

—M ich elle N ielsen
1995 CRASH-B w o rld
cham pion
“This team will start to do
some astonishing things on the
water if this effort keeps up,” he

GV swimmer places
eighth in nationals
By D aniel C arp en te r
Staff Writer

When you’re in the same
pool with the best swimmers in
the country, even your best may
not be good enough.
Still, Grand Valley sopho
more Katie Flynn performed
decently at the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Division II Swimming and
Diving Championships held last
week in Canton, Ohio.
Flynn finished eighth in the
nation in the 50 freestyle, held
last Wednesday, with a time of
24.33. It was a little off her sea
son's best time of 24.14 at the
Great
Lakes
Conference
Championships last month.

S a n d e r scored seven runs and
stole three bases. D eering scored

“ She w anted better tim es in
the 50 ," L aker coach D ew ey

M issy

W ate rm an

led

the

team with eight stolen bases, and
E m v M yers follow ed her w ith six
Lynn H ockett returned from

by M yers w ith 10.
T h e L a k e rs w ill p lay

On M arch 18, the L akers have a
six

the 19th

G rand Valley found th em selv es

age. She collected 15 hits in 23 at
hats

C oncordia 15-1 b efo re lo sin g to

dow n early in the gam e
A g a in st
G annon.

ag ain st L ew is U niversity, who
w as ranked in the top 20 through

B oston 4-0. The L ak ers w on the

A lberding hit a grand slam to lift

U n iv e rs ity

5 -4

and

Jenny

A lb erd in g

lead the L ak ers

w ith 21 RBIs She was follow ed

The

L akers travel to play Tri-State on

out

G annon

tw in-bill at S pring A rbor

g am es this w eekend. They start

the trip with a .652 batting a v e r

went well for the L akers.
G ran d
V alley
d e fe a te d

Newsome said. He added that
one of her goals was to make the
top eight in the 50. She finished
16th in the event last year.
In Thursday’s 200 freestyle,
Flynn set a varsity record with a
time of 1:56.39. She finished
13th in the event, which is an
improvement over her 16thplace finish a year ago.
With a time of 53.80 in
Saturday’s 100 freestyle, Flynn
finished ninth in the nation in
the event. In 1994, she placed
11th.
Flynn called her competi
tion “real tough” and said that
because most of the swimmers
are juniors or younger, the com
petition won't be getting easier
in the future.
“The quality of competition
was much deeper than it had
ever been,” Newsome said.

five runs with tw o stolen bases.

not a lw a y s in c o n tro l ol the
g a m e s. O n so m e o c c a sio n s.

V anH om , the spring to u rn a m e n t

said. “We especially have motiva
tion now towards the races in
April. Personal bests are impor
tant because with eight guys
pulling their best times on the
water, we do well as a team.”
Neilsen compared her win
with a regatta win. “Winning this
is very important to me because
I ’ve never won anything like this
before. But it’s really exciting to
win a regatta as well.”
The Crew will have a chance
to race on the water April 8, when
they will travel to Notre Dame.
They have just taken to the water
this week to begin preparation for
that race.
“The team has shown poise
and maturity that will take them
far come April,” Haley said. “I
can’t see us going anywhere but
up from here.”

p la y in g

a d o u b le

h ead er

last season. T he gam es will be on
M arch I 7 at 3 .3 0 at G rand Valley

Grand Valley is home again
on March 21 to host Olivet, start
ing at 3 30

The Laker Nine return from Florida w ith 4-5 record
The Laker Nine did have a Iowa, ranked eighth in the NAIA. said the team came out flat in the
few big wins against ranked St. Ambrose won the first game 3- second game which they dropped
teams. They defeated fourth 0, despite a good pitching perfor 10- 2 .
ranked Missouri-St. Louis by a 4- mance by junior Jason Hill.
The 13-1 win against Rosary
3 score.
GVSU came back to win the on Friday had the best offensive
It was the only game in which game two 10-9. Senior Brad performances of the week. Junior
the Lakers did not commit an Palacios pitched five outstanding Troy Dean homered twice and
error, and it featured a fine pitch innings of relief to pick up the also had two doubles. Freshman
ing performance by senior starter win, and Meyer closed the game Jeff Fox and Sophomore Dan
Mike Bell. Bell picked up the win, with another save.
Purlee also homered.
and junior closer Ron Meyer
Senior starter Kris Antcliff
The Lakers lost to Southern
retired the last six' batters to pick held opponents to under three Illinois by an 11-7 score in a game
up one of his two saves.
runs a game in the Lakers’ other where they gave up seven
“We played a perfect ball two wins over Winona State of unearned runs in the first inning.
game,” Chopp said. “We needed Minnesota and Rosary of Illinois.
The game against Hofstra
to beat a team like that.”
The Winona win was the first was tied 3-3 going into the eighth
The Lakers also split a dou game of a doubleheader which inning, but Hofstra scored two
bleheader with St. Ambrose of Grand Valley won 6-3’ Chopp unearned runs to win 5-3.
V

By Daniel Carpenter
Staff Writer

The Grand Valley baseball
team played some fine games in
Fort Myers, Florida last week.
They also played lousy at times
and returned with a mediocre 4-5
record.
“We’ll take a 4-5 record the
way we played down there,” head
coach Andy Chopp said.
He added that the team
played way under their potential.
‘T o be even close to .500 is an
achievement in itself,” Chopp
said.
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Take Back T he
Beat the clock!

“Women of my generation have not failed feminism.
Feminism has failed us.” So writes 28-year-old fire
brand Rene Denfeld in her gutsy, controversial book
The New Victorians: A Young Woman’s Challenge
To The Old Feminist Order by Warner Books. Join
Denfeld as she talks about how today’s feminist leaders
encourage a return to the sexual repression and poli
tical powerlessness reminiscent of 19th-century
Victorianism. Denfeld will dissect the divergent trends
in current feminism, and offer compelling ideas on how
to take back the movement.

TUESDAYS: Beat the Clock Specials for College Night
- Live Music!
WEDNESDAYS: $1.50 pitchers
THURSDAYS: 75<t drafts, Sports Trivia
• come out to Sluggo's for March Madness*

9

Monday thru Friday, 4pm - 8pm

D ivided By The

Struggle

March 28th, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Watch the Red
Wings at Sluggo's!

March 16 - Anonymous
Man 17 - Living Soul
March
March 21 - Michael Scott Band
March 23 - Nick Foresman
March 28 - Living Soul

Join S chuler B ooks and Actors Theatre for two powerful vignettes which
portray the personal, riveting, and divisive struggles confronting women of the
'90s. Featured will be a sneak-peek of “Keely and Du,” a volatile drama about
the issue of pro-choice versus pro-life to be performed at Actors Theatre Apri I
6th-15th. This mind-probing play puts a human face on both sides of the most
troubling moral issue of our time. Divided By The Struggle will help us
understand that there are no simple answers to the challenges women face.

S

Sweet Sixteen
Survivors
With
Scott T\iori,Greg Reed
and C.D. Burge
Staff Couch Potatoes

The results are in, and the
tournament is upon us. While all
you basketball nutheads scramble
to get out of class on Thursday
and Friday (or in Greg’s case, post
bail in time), here’s some food for
thought. Pardon our abbrevia
tions, we’re short on space.
C.D.’s picks are the first, fol
lowed by Greg’s and Scott’s.

M ovement

Thursday, March 23rd, 7:30-8:30 p.m.

8:30 - 9 p m .... 25c drafts, 50c drinks
9:00 - 1 0 ........ 50e drafts, 75c drinks
10:00 - 11...... 75c drafts, $1.25 drinks
plus
75c pizza slices all night!

Wednesday

F eminist

The Lakers were also blown
out by North Dakota State 8-1.
Senior Jeremy Diedrich started
and pitched well, but the bullpen
didn’t do the job.
“It was another day where we
weren’t prepared mentally and
physically,” Chopp said.
The Laker Nine return to
action next Wednesday with an
away game at Aquinas in Grand
Rapids.

chuler

B

ooks

2975 28th Street, S. E. • 942-2561

Midwest
1.
Kansas, Kansas, Kansas
2.
Arizona, Virginia, Virgini
3.
Purdue, Purdue, Purdue
4. Arkansas, Hogs, Hogs
Southeast
1.
Kentucky, ‘Cats, ‘Cats
2.
Ball St., ASU, Oklahoma
3.
Michigan St., MSU,
Georgetown
4.
N. Carolina, UNC, UNC
East
1.Wake Forest, Wake, Wake
2.Oklahoma St., OSU, OSU
3.
Villanova, ‘Nova, ‘Nova
4.
UMass, UMass, UMass
West
13.
UCLA, UCLA, UCLA
14.
Utah, Mississipi St., Santa
Clara
15.0regon, Maryland,
Maryland
16.UConn, UConn, Temple
* Next week we’ll give our
much-anticipated player of the
year awards.

CinemaTECH

W hat

March 15 & 17
Road Scholar
Andrei Codrescu, Humorist
and social commentator on
NPR, drives across the US in
a red 1968 Cadillac. (’93)

It Mean to

beaWoman

March 18
Up In Smoke
Cheech and Chong s first
film. Two pot heads in a
series of misadventures
including driving a green van
totally
made
out
of
Marijuana. Good, stupid
politically incorrect humor
from the 7()’s (God, how I
miss it). (’78)

Today?

Today's feminists are challenging
the old order with new ideas and
views. Read a b o u t women,.,
to d a y and yesterday during
W o m e n ' s History m o n t h .

Rediscover the movement.
W om en's History M onth

Free
UNIVERSITY

Every Wed a t 9 p m , Frl & S a t
a t 7pm
M ainsail, KJrkhof C en ter

BOOKSTORE
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Tony Arm or; taking his career one hurdle at a time
By Joe Schaefer
Staff Writer

Senior Tony Armor made a
return trip to the NCAA Indoor
Championship meet in the 55meter high hurdles last weekend.
Armor, in his final season on
the Grand Valley men’s track
team, ran 7.75 seconds in the pre
liminary heat but failed to qualify
for the finals. He finished in 12th
place.
The 7.75 finish didn’t better
his qualifying time, 7.56 two
weeks ago at Saginaw Valley
State University, but it matched
the time he needed to compete in
the meet, which was held at the
RCA Dome in Indianapolis.
“I was happy that I went
there, but I would have liked to i
have been in the top eight,”
Armor said.
Competing in the national i
meet against athletes from all
over the country ended a fine sea
son for the Laker hurdler. At the
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference
Championship meet at Hillsdale,
Armor won the 55 hurdles to '
become conference champion.
“Tony is one o f the hardest
working athletes we have. He is
very analytical and works very
hard at technique,” said head
coach Pete Rowe.
Armor said that he was run
ning faster than he did last year at
the same point in the season.

“I didn’t think I had a chance
last year, and then I made it. I just
wanted to get back there,” Armor
said.
“The NCAA paid for every
thing. (Last year) I was able to fly
out to beautiful North Dakota,
and it was worse than Allendale;
it was all white. I was laughing
with Coach Rowe, ‘Boy, I get a
free vacation and look where I get
to go.’”

Armor will concentrate on
the 110 high hurdles in the out
door season. Last year, he missed
qualifying for the outdoor nation
als by just .02 seconds.
“(The 110 hurdles) are a lot
harder. It’s a longer race, and I
have to work on technique
because I don’t have the speed
that some people have,” Armor
said.
Despite missing the outdoor

APARTMENTS

nationals, Armor still earned run
ner-up honors in the GLIAC in
both the 55 (during the indoor
season) and the 110 events.
He is looking to take the top
spot this season. Because Ferris
State dropped their men’s track
program, Arm or’s chief rival
from last year will not be running.
“Every other week, we were
off and on. He’d win, then I’d
win. It just happened that it was

his turn to win that week,” Armor
said. “He qualified for nationals
that day with the fastest time he
ever ran.”
Armor, a 1990 graduate of
Goodrich High School, came to
Grand Valley after being a redshirt freshman at Eastern
Michigan University. At EMU, he
practiced the high jump, but he
has concentrated on the hurdle
events at GVSU.

We Are
and Have t
Job for

Styled for Spacious living
♦Modern Appliances: dishwasher, range,
refrigerator, garbage disposal
♦Laundry Facilities in each building
♦sound-conditioned construction for privacy
♦Large bath with seperate vanity/double sink
♦Pre-wired for Cable TV
♦Self-controlled heat and air conditioning

eonwood
APAfilMFNTS

We'll help you fin d
roommates

PfPPINOS
PIZZA

□ !i

Hill

n

jetton
Packaging
Landscaping
Assem bly

CflYS,AL
JFLASH

KEY PERSONNEL

M-45 LAKE MICHIGAN DRIVE

GRAND VAUCY

"

I 243"75 1 1
11 895-5875
i

355 Settlors R d
Holland. MI 49423
F AX [616) 3 9 6 -3 3 2 7
o r Kill (616) 3 9 6 - 7 3 7 3

Power Macintosh. The power o f tomorrow, on sale today.

Penfonm a 6 1 1 5 w /Pow epPC

The Power Macintosh Performa 6115
is Apple’s most affordable Power
Macintosh computer, delivering
excellent performance for everything
from writing the great American
novel to designing the next
generation software.
PowerPC 601 processor running at
60MHz with math coprocessor
8MB of memory, expandable to 72MB

Includes Macintosh 15-inch
Multiscan Display (with built-in
speakers), keyboard, mouse, and
14.4 fax/modem
Double speed CD-ROM
18 bundled software programs,
including ClarisWorks and Grolier
Encyclopedia.
Built-in ethemet, LocalTalk, video,
stereo sound in & out ports, SCSI,
and two serial ports)

*1899

1

P o w e r M ac G 100/G 6D 0S w/CD

Includes a fast PowerPC and 466
66MHz processor, the 6100/80AV
provides fast performance for
graphics, CAD, and math/science
applications.

1

P o w e r M acintosh 7 1 0 0 /8 0 A V

Recently upgraded with a fast
80MHz processor, the 7100/80AV
rovides “super fast” performance for
igh end graphics CAD, video, and
math/science applications.

K

PowerPC 601 processor running at
80MHz with math coprocessor
500MB Hard Drive
16MB of memory, expandable to
72MB
1MB VRAM
Double speed internal CD-ROM for
both Mac and DOS/Wir.dows CDs
16-bit Sound for both Macintosh and
DOS/Windows
Built-in ethemet, LocalTalk, video,
stereo sound in & out ports, SCSI,
and two serial ports)
Includes System 7.5, Windows, and
DOS

PowerPC 601 processor running at
80MHz with math coprocessor
700MB Hard Drive
16MB of memory, expandable to
136MB
2MB VRAM
AV Card included, which provides the
ability to import or export video from
TVs, VCRs, or video cameras.
Three free NuBus slots.
Double speed CD-ROM
Built-in ethemet, LocalTalk, video,
stereo sound in & out ports, SCSI,
and two serial ports)
Compatible with all Apple monitors
(from 14’ -20”)

*2429*f

*2749n

CO M PU TER

1

M acintosh P e rfo rm a 636/CD

Never has there been a computer
that combines the functionality of a
Macintosh, a CD player, and a
television set (with optional card) in
one box. The Performa 636 is-also
upgradable to Power Macintosh as
your needs grow. It’s a great
machine for word processing,
graphics, connecting to the internet
(witn optional modem) and much
more.
66/33-MHz Motorola 68LC040
microprocessor
8 megabytes of RAM
250 megabyte hard drive
8 preinstalled software programs,
including ClarisWorks®
Includes keyboard and mouse
Choice of the 14 or 15-inch displays.
Double speed, internal CD-ROM drive
Built-in speaker, 16-bit CD stereo
sound

*1099
207 Manitou Hall
895-2130
Mon. - Thurs. 8:00am - 7:00pm
Friday 8:00am - 4:00pm

•Does not include M onitor fDoes not include Keyboard
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C lassifieds
301 Wyoming, MI 49509

Jo b s
Area Business Needs You
We are looking for several
people to join our team. We offer
flexible hours. A lot of weekend
work is available. Pay is between
$6-8.00 an hour. Preferred
Inventory Service call 453-9577
EOE
Earn $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R38, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727
Summer Camp Positions
Make a difference in the life
of a child! Summer Therapy
Camp for handicapped children.
Located on shore of Lake
Superior near Big Bay, MI.
Positions available for counselors,
waterfront instructors for nature/
arts arid crafts/ recreation, nurses,
therapists, food service and auxil
iary. Must be enthusiastic, respon
sible and love children. June 18Aug. 13. Salary, Room and Board,
and the experience of a life time
provided. Call or write for appli
cation and information. Bay Cliff
Health Camp 310 W. Washington
Suite #300 Marquette, MI 49855
phone number, (906) 228-5770
Local Companies are hiring
students and new grades to fill
positions in EVERY FIELD!
Locate and land your career
IMMEDIATELY! Send SASE
and $ 10.00 for complete details..
1740 44th Street SW Suite % Box

great
scores.

Attention Nursing Students:
Get nursing experience work
ing for Spectrum Residential
Services. We are looking for per
sons interested in working as
Residential Program Workers in
order to provide care to four med
ically challenged adults with
developmental disabilities. All
shifts are open. Training is provid
ed. Wages begin at $6.00 an hour.
Call Annette at 453-6060 to get an
application.
Cruise Ship Hiring- Travel
the world while earning an excel
lent income in the Cruise Ship and
Land - Tour Industry. Seasonal
and Full-time employment avail
able. No exp necessary. For info,
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C56231

Fo r Sale
Macintosh Computer for sale.
Complete system only $499. Call
Chris at 800-289-5685.
Macintosh
Computer.
Complete system including print
er only $599. Call Chris at 800289-5685
Car for Sale: 1989 Probe LX
excellent condition, loaded sys
tem, scanner, must see, 60,000
miles. Call daytime -669-0500 or
evenings at- 243-1755
Lanthom Classifieds.
Call 895-2460

H

o u s in g

StreakerI challenge you to a wrestling
match at Grand Haven Beach.
Don’t chicken out or I’ll be forced
to send Beethoven after you!!!
Gullible

Misc.

Models needed for photo lay
outs. Weekend availability. Long
Term. Possible modeling sponsor
ship. Send photo along with perti
nent information and phone num
ber to Studio One 4317 Curwood
S.E. Grand Rapids MI 495083505

A big hug to all my ASB pals.
Let’s rent a van and cruise to the
rhythm of the night!! I miss you
Guys! JRC

Co-ed cheerleading tryouts
for the 1995 football season are
March 18 and 19 (clinics) and
March 26 (tryouts), 11-5 pm for
all days in the Gymnastics room,
fieldhouse. Physicals needed
before first clinic Mondays at
6:00p.m. in the fieldhouse.
Questions? call Jody 249-8130

G rand

valley
State u n iv e r s it y

HEALTH-SERVICES
163

si

Anyone interested in starting
up an astrology study group on
campus, call 1-842-4804.
Take Back The Night is a 3K
march and a 5K run to raise funds
for the YWCA sexual assault pro
gram on April 21st, to volunteer
call Argie at 459-4652.
Typing- In my home.
Resumes, term papers, letters, etc.
Contact Debby at 459-6663

$10 for GVSU s J j y ^ p B e d on campus
$ 15 for GVSU
off campus
$20 for
staff

Proof
readingtyping,
papers, resumes, etc: spelling,
grammar corrected if necessary.
Have my own computer nego
tiable rates. 954-0790: after 2pm
leave message.

(extra costs need to b e ^ ^ j j ^ t ^ ^ B B o n a l tests or lah work)

>: *

$:j! :

Services: Treatme(6lF^I|ji*rles ami Hness
iPhysicals
Paps/GYNExams BHtli Control/STD screening
Hu Shots/TBTests Lab/Xray/BtG/Rx'salsoaccessible

Wanted: Extra Graduation
tickets. Please contact (616) 754-

RPS
u ■

get a Higher score

Ur to »tV s

Come to the Prelaw
meeting on Tuesday at 6pm
in the Kirkhof Center. Learn
about Law School
Admissions.

r ?i
’•■ : :
I -S

7 9 1 -1 8 8 9

1

or apply in person at
337X 3Mile Road NW
Walker. MI 49504

’ Starting wage is $6.50. After 30 days of employment you will receive $1 tuition credit
for every hour that you work, paid once a class period and TAX FREE. After 90 days
of employment you will receive an additional 50« increase.
/

Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST R S V P
H m L f

%.

If interested, please call

: .j - '•?

-T

t' X-;- U V *If t ■,i
'1;•»?>M :•■!’L"

RPS' preload sort needs hard working individuals. You will have the
opportunity to work Monday thru Friday, starting at 1:30 am to about
5:30 am. Working 20-25 hours a week will leave you with plenty of
time to study.

to

*

I need Graduation Tickets
really *@*!?l* bad call- 8956078

Roommate wanted M/FM to
share Jenison home with in
ground pool own bedroom, bath,
and living area, call Tracey at
475-6723

■i

KAPLAN

Be A Friend! If you know
someone who needs help coping
with an unplanned pregnancy, do
her a favor. Mention Bethany,
where options can be discussed in
confidence, and decisions are
respected. Have her call 1-800
BETHANY (toll free) We Listen!

7395
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